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Katsinas

Cinder Cones
What Spirits and Nature Wrought
By Michael Engelhard

A

s you drive south from the Cameron trading post toward Flagstaff
and the southwestern rim of the
Colorado Plateau, cinder and jagged basalt oust the Painted Desert’s sinuous
shale. The blond grasslands transected by
Highway 89 appear torched, hardened with
lava veins, blackened with pustules and scabs.
While this area of the North American tectonic plate was sliding across a hotspot in the
planet’s mantle, molten rock pushed through
fissures and cracks, oozing from the surface,
or, mixed with gases, lobbing fiery mayhem
a mile high. With the crust steadily inching
northeastward, volcanoes boiled up, geysered
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and fizzled, and the San Francisco Volcanic
Field stretched into a 50-mile belt of more
than 600 vents. Hopi speakers refer to these
knobby protrusions as the Testicle Hills.
Near the crest where the highway starts
dropping into town, Sunset Crater marks
this ground’s most recent violent birthing,
which occurred during the late fall or winter
of 1064–1065 C.E. For miles around, the
event scorched prehistoric pit houses and
filled them with cinders; lava undoubtedly
mantles others, a scattered Pompeii. No
human bones, however, were found at such
habitations, so it appears that the local Sinagua had ample warning.

Major John Wesley Powell in 1892 named
the thousand-foot-high cone for its cap of rustcolored, oxidized, scoria spatter—deposits
that make it appear bathed in evening light.
When actual sunsets intensify the tinted glow,
it seems as if the rim is about to ignite.
Archaeologists determined the eruption’s
date by analyzing growth rings of wooden
roof beams covered by volcanic debris. Terrified, the Sinagua temporarily abandoned
cornfields they had worked for generations.
Ancestral Hopis, who witnessed the flare-up
and attendant mushroom cloud from their
distant mesas, consigned the spectacle to collective memory. Their myths recall a vengeful

Lef t: Sunset at the Crater by Tabby Blake, Wikimedia Commons.
Right: Kana'a Kachina doll, whose colors symbolize fire and lava. Photo by Danielle Voirin, cour tesy of Galerie Flak, Paris.

katsina—an elementary spirit envisioned as
having a flame-colored, tube-snout head—
that combusted a mountaintop after sorcerers wronged him. Out of control, the blaze
quickly merged with the underground hearth
of Maasawu, the Hopi lord of death, and also
a creator. At first, foul-smelling vapors poured
from fissures in the ground, overlaid by whistling and hissing. Then end times rained upon
people. A petroglyph in Deadman Wash north
of Flagstaff might depict the flare-up with
swirly lines suggestive of roiling ash clouds.
What a sight that must have been! I try
to imagine the earth splitting open like a ripe
watermelon. Thunderclaps racked the sky,

while a red rift belched a wall of greasy black
smoke. Roman candles tickled the bellies of
clouds; lightning flashed inside. Waterfall
roaring would have deafened the ears.
To get a better idea of the terrain and because Sunset Crater proper is off-limits to hikers, I wander black hills sprawling outside the
monument’s boundaries. These cinder dunes
are older volcanoes that were blanketed with
ejected material the size of walnuts and peas.
Scaling these coarser cousins of sand
dunes is Sisyphean work. For every two steps
uphill, I slide back one. Sinking ankle-deep
in grit and ash, I accumulate “trail mix” in my
boots. The overlapping rhythms of my labored

breathing and crunching steps splinter silence
into more manageable parts. After only 15
minutes of this, my thighs and lungs are on
fire. Forced to stop often I catch my breath,
gulp water. I seek tree shade rather than sunlight to rest in. Heat wavers across the slopes,
hugging the ground closely, blurring contours
in the manner of gas fumes; its weight presses
hard on my shoulders. I pick up a snippet
of lava ribbon, and it feels warm as if it had
retained heat from the volcano’s intestines.
But the sights fully compensate for the
suffering. Solitary pines and yellow-blooming
cushions of bladderpod root in layers that
lack even traces of topsoil. From afar, backlit
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bushes of Apache plume resemble tufts of
silvery fur clinging to balding polar bear
skin. A pair of ravens tumbles from the
sky. Now they dissolve against the charcoal
background. Now shadow twins chase them,
darker than dark.
Descending the inclines is so much
more fun. I simply shift my weight onto
my heels and glissade down the steepness,
raising a dust trail.
Foot traffic has been the least of the
hills’ problems. In 1930, Sunset Crater was
designated a national monument after a Hollywood movie company wanted to blow it
to pieces to simulate a landslide for a Zane
Grey adaptation, but most neighboring cones
lack protection. Off-road vehicles mar some.
Earthmovers gut others for landscaping and
building material and to salt icy roads.
The tectonic plate that bears all this
keeps drifting, yet the once volatile field now
lies dormant, monitored by geologists armed
with seismographs.
Fittingly, harmony was restored after the
wrath of Sunset Crater’s katsina had run its
course. As in any good yarn, the bad guys met
a bad end. All evildoers suffocated or burned
to a crisp. Maasawu settled down again in his
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underground realm. Life became as normal as
it ever can be in a desert place.
While the first phase of volcanic activity
had the greatest impact on the Sinagua, the
molding of topography continued. Exploring parties from the nearby proto-Puebloan
hamlets of Wupatki, sent to see if the valley
was still fit to be farmed, could have witnessed
massive lava tides—the Kana-a and Bonito
flows—breaching the crater’s base in 1150
and 1220 C.E.
Archaeologists retrieved 55 lava pieces
with impressions of ancient corn from a small
pueblo near Sunset Crater. The researchers,
using Hopi and Safeway corn at Hawaiian
volcanic features, showed that husked ears
must have been placed adjacent to lava spatter
cones or hornitos (“little ovens”) as offerings
to placate the short-tempered deity or to gain
token imprints of two animate, sacred forces:
magma and corn. The fact that some Sinagua
hauled almost 90 pounds of the cooled basalt
to their home miles away and processed it there
to reveal the casts proves their ritual significance. They even embedded one in that dwelling’s masonry. Kernel dimples showed that the
corn had been barely ripe, freshly harvested,
which allowed pinpointing the eruption to late

August or early September. The distribution
pattern of cinders in a prevailing monsoonal
wind direction corroborates that seasonal clue.
At the visitor center, I stroll past displays
of Earth’s fiery spasms. Producing “squeezeups,” pasty lava pressed from cracks whose
edges cut grooves into the cooling slabs.
Chunks of obsidian—dense, glassy lava rich
in silica, rapidly cooled—were coveted trade
goods for pre-Columbians, who flaked arrowheads and spear points from them. Frothy
volcanic glass instead hardened into pumice
balls. Next to them on the shelf sits a large
gob that, while airborne, stayed viscous longer,
assuming an aerodynamic shape. This “bomb”
could easily be mistaken for the petrified thigh
muscle of a Greek hero.
The Hawaiian language yielded terms for
further variations on the magmatic theme. In
aa or “clinker lava,” rubble fused during the
meltdown. Pahoehoe or “rope lava,” conversely,
contains more gas. It flows in sheets that can
be wrinkled, slack elephant skin or smooth as
a snake’s. Many of these forms strike me as
almost organic and invite tactile exploration.
Where the paved road skirts the two
square miles of Bonito Flow near the foot of
the cone, I admire more features, in situ. A

circular foundation is all that remains of a side
vent, or fumarole. The Sinagua “corn rocks”
could have been made at a place such as this.
Stunted aspen fringe the rubble expanse,
whose thickness ranges from six to 100 feet.
In blinding smoothness trunks stand white
and collected against gunmetal gray and
anthracite chaos. Bonito Flow is a textbook
example of plant succession in the wake of
natural disturbance. Splotches of mint green,
neon yellow, and orange lichens encrust the
jumble. By decomposing rock, they create a
semblance of soil. A few ponderosas as well
have gained footholds atop the flow. On this
highway from hell, lava blades stand tilted, too
close to place so much as a foot in between.
I try to walk there regardless and sound like
a blind man shuffling through a ruined city.
A sinkhole has opened the ceiling of a tubular cavity. The roof ’s crust insulates cold air
trapped in its innards. Inside, I find relief from
the parched surface and the sun’s fervor. My
eyes slowly adjust to the half-light, my skin to
meat locker temperatures. Metal bars prevent
further passage, ensuring visitors’ safety and,
I suspect, the sanctity of this place. The Hopis
consider this the lair of the North Wind. According to traditional belief, it is dangerous

Clock wise from lef t: Volcanic vent near the main crater.
Gnarly ponderosa pine in the Bonito Flow.
A lone ponderosa has gained a foothold in cinders. Photos by Michael Engelhard
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Above: Sunset Crater from the edge of the Bonito Flow.
Inset: Piece of red scoria, the material coloring the crater’s rim.
Photos by Michael Engelhard.
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As usual, I’m most deeply affected by the
and forbidden to enter such abodes, but one
may do so by appeasing and calming the genius power of the sublime, by the incarnation of
loci, by speaking its holy name. What times, meaning in root, stem and leaf. In a humble
when even gods find the doors to their homes reversal of the law of minuscule causes and great
effects, a cataclysm reverberates over centuries
padlocked against the trespassing ignorant.
I press my face to the cool grate. On its far and brings forth something as temporary yet
side, lenses of year-round ice gleam with light timeless as a delicate pink blossom. I find comresidue from the entrance. One crevice holds fort in such enduring impermanence.
a prayer stick painted ochre, its tip turquoise.
The Victorian botanist Richard Deakin,
In the 1880s, Flagstaff households and saloons himself a citizen of an empire, expressed similar
used ice from this and surrounding lava caves sentiments inventorying the flora inside Rome’s
in their cellars.
crumbling Colosseum. “Flowers,” he wrote,
A second reason, perhaps my main one, for “form a link in the memory and teach us hopeful
walking these igneous fields is a flower born of and soothing lessons amid the sadness of bygone
destruction that thrives nowhere else: Penstemon ages.” And, “cold indeed must be the heart
clutei, Sunset Crater beardtongue. The humming- that does not respond to their silent appeal;
bird attractor’s pink chalices grace this moonscape for though without speech they tell us of the
with splashes of color. Shaped by forest fires and regenerating power which animates the dust.”
Back on the highway that loops through
volcanic soil, blooming between June and July at
7,000 feet, it germinates only here, in its closely the volcanic field, I turn for a last look at the
circumscribed niche. I don’t have to look hard to scenery. Gray clouds have rolled in from the
find specimens. A cluster grows right next to the San Francisco Peaks. One plumes straight above
visitor center. The waxy leaves are arranged in Sunset Crater like roiling soot.
Contemplating country scarred by divine
pairs, serrated, curled in the spring and edged burgundy red. They fuse at the base, tenderly clasping temper or searing tectonic upheaval, it bethe knee-high flower stalks. Along the stalks’ comes easy to accept destruction as creation’s
upper third, dozens of glorious mouths wag red indispensable twin. What nature raises with
tongues, calling for pollinators to dip their bills.
the right hand she rubs out with the left.
What attracts me to this flower? Certainly Between cataclysms, briefly, our two-legged
not that it might disappear, crushed by off-roaders, kind is allowed to thrive. If in some unforeseeor by hybridizing with more common penstemon able future the San Francisco Volcanic Field
species. Or its gaudiness, shadowed by stately awakens again, the fire below will greet the
ponderosa pines. No, what holds me in thrall light from above in another display of teris the thumbprint of evolution that singled rible beauty. Until then, Arizona’s youngest
this place out from the rest. Like Darwin’s volcano rivets our awe and attention on this
Galápagos finches with their varied beaks, sun-blasted upland.
this many-throated
miracle confronts us with
a fairly recent
case of adaptation. DeThe entrance to Sunset Crater Volcano National Monument
is 12 miles north of Flagstaff off U.S. Route 89. Turn right on the
viating from
Sunset Crater-Wupatki Loop Road and continue 2 miles to the
every member
visitor center. The scenic loop drive is 34 miles long, takes about an
of the figwort
hour to complete and is open year round, day and night. All trails
family, this one
in the monument are open from sunrise to sunset. For a list and
fitted itself to a
description of hikes, go to www.nps.gov/sucr. The visitor center is
radically changed,
open daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
refashioned world—
a task we all will be
facing soon.

 If you go
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